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Strawberry Fair
Thank you to everyone who donated cakes, prizes, manned stalls, helped with the set up or attended the Strawberry Fair.
The weather was reasonably kind to us and it was lovely to see such a crowd of people come to support our event. The children did a
tremendous job of opening their Fair with their very special song and they all put a great deal of effort into learning it. As the Fair this
year was all about them it was lovely to see them hold such a special part, as well as setting up during the afternoon and manning the
stalls throughout. WELL DONE TO THEM ALL.
The children have taken their responsibility very seriously in pulling it all together and we are very proud of their efforts. I am delighted
to announce that we raised a staggering
THANK YOU.

£1715.56, which in this day and age, for a tiny school like ours is truly amazing.

Competition Winners
We were very lucky to have Andrew Griffiths judge the children’s decorate the cake competition. His job was
not easy as the standard of entrants was particularly high. Congratulations to all winners, but also to everyone
who participated and made his job harder.
WINNERS:
NURSERY:
RECEPTION:
YEAR 1:

Christopher Mildwater
Jack Mottram
Luke Evans

YEAR 2:

Jessica Punchard

YEAR 3:

Annabelle Ingram

YEAR 4:

Noah Hinton

RUNNER UP: Jack Pearce

Due to there being a smaller number of entrants in each year group (3 or 4), it was decided to award a winner only, except in year 2 where there were 12 entrants)

FILL THE BOX: Congratulations also to The Cheadle family for filling their box with the most items.
RAFFLE: We still have some unclaimed raffle prizes, if anyone could help in finding these people it would be greatly appreciated.
A list be posted in the school entry from Wednesday.

Inter Class Competition
The total amount raised on the recent Inter Class Coin Competition was £139.00 so
well done to everyone who took part in that.

Volunteers
We are always looking for new members to join the FLSA, and this year we have a number of posts becoming vacant. The FLSA raise
much needed funds for the extra curriculum activities of the children. As the budgets for schools have continued to get cut, our job is
to raise money to try to assist with some of the extras that our school needs to enhance the learning of our children.
The AGM will be held at the beginning of the next school year, and meetings are held for roughly an hour termly or half termly
dependant upon the need.
IF you would like any further information on what the FLSA does please speak to Cassie, Zoe or Sarah, and look out for the AGM
date to mark in your diary.
Chair: Cassie Crutchley

Treasurer: Sarah Cheadle

Secretary: Zoe Hall

